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On 12 April 1796, C. F. Gauss observes in his diary: 
Formulae pro cosinibus angulorum peripheriae submultiplorum expressionem genera- 
liorem non admittent nisi in duabus periodis. [Gauss 1901, No. 31 
We propose the following translation which differs from [Neumann 1978, 1431, 
[Gauss 1981, 611, and [Gray 1984, 1071: 
The formulae for the cosines of the submultiples of angles of a circumference will admit a 
more general expression only in terms of both of the two periods. 
We suggest the following interpretation of this statement: 
Let p be an odd prime, aj : = 2?rjlp, and aj: = cos aj for 1 I j I (p - 1)/2 (i.e., 
formulae pro cosinibus angulorum peripheriae submultiplorum); furthermore, let 
r: = cos al + i sin (Y~ and dl: = ECk,p,=Irk, d2: = &,pJ=-lrk (i.e., duae periodi; this 
follows Gauss’ own terminology in [Gauss 1801, art. 3431 and corresponds to a 
passage in Gauss’ letter to C. L. Gerling of 6 January 1819; see [Neumann 1978, 
1421). The numbers d, and dz are a basis of the field K: = Q(d,). Now Gauss’ 
assertion is: 
If klal + kzaz + * * * + kCp-1)/2a(p-,)/2 = 0 
where k,, kz. . . . , ktp-l)R E K is a nontrivial equation (i.e., expressio generalior), 
then there exists a subscript j0 such that kj, 4 R (i.e., expressionem generaliorem 
non admittent nisi in duabus periodis). 
This means that al, a2, . . . , a(P-l,/2 are linearly independent over Q, but may 
be linearly dependent over K. Indeed they are linearly dependent if and only if p = 
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I mod 4. For this is equivalent to K C U&a,) implying U&z,): K = (p - 1)/4. But ifp 
= 3 mod 4 then Q(ai) fl K = Q and Q(Q): Q = Q(r): K = (p - 1112. In this case 
they are still linearly independent over K. The linear independence of these num- 
bers over Q yields the linear independence of the pth primitive roots of unity and 
is therefore equivalent to the irreducibility of the pth cyclotomic polynomial 
[Gauss 1901, No. 40; Gauss 1801, art. 3411. 
It does not seem to make sense to read the third entry as a statement on the nth 
cyclotomic field for arbitrary n. The remark in [Gauss 1981, 881 and [Neumann 
1978,143] on the linear independence of the numbers cos 2?rjln for (j, n) = 1 and I 
5 j I (n - 1)/2 is not true in general (e.g., it is not true for n = 4). 
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